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From: Pam Grubaugh-Littig
To: Johnny Pappas
Date: 12/31/2003 8:57:28 AM
Subject: Re: Star Point Refuse Pile and Bond Release

Hi, Johnny - I sent you a revised permit yesterday that reflects the change in the permit area due to the 
SCA permit (11/14/2003) and the approval of the Phase III bond release on 12/24/2003.   In the letter, I 
forgot to ask for clean copies.    Would you please send the clean copies for the Star POint Mine....would 
by January 30 be okay?   Thanks..and Happy New Year!!!!

P.S. - there is a condition about the Enterprise settlement on the permit....see attached - fyi.

   
>>> "Johnny Pappas" <jpappas@rag-american.com> 11/26/03 09:02AM >>>
Mary Ann,
 
Now that SCA has received their permit and their bond is in place, our
portion of the bond that relates to the refuse pile area, approximately
$3,000,000.00 of direct and indirect costs, need to be released.  Also,
our amendment has been sitting patiently waiting for SCA's approval, at
which time ours could be officially approved.  Approval for our
amendment was being held up by SCA's permitting action and also the
BLM's delay in approving the Phase III bond release for the gas wells.
 
As it stands presently, the refuse pile is double-bonded and
double-permitted.  PMC is still liable for the refuse pile and
associated facilities.  When the Division considers PMC's bond
reduction, they must consider all aspects associated with PMC's Star
Point Bond Costs, not what SCA's bond is for.  To do otherwise is like
comparing apples to oranges.
 
PMC is eager to reduce its bonding cost associated with the
$3,000.000.00 attached to the refuse pile area.  There is no reason that
I can think of that would prevent the Division from releasing the bond
portion immediately, regardless of the BLM's letter that we have been
waiting for since April 15, 2003.
 
Anything that you can do to help us out would be most greatly
appreciated.
 
Have a wonderful Thanksgiving Holiday.  I am sure Pam is having a
wonderful time in France. 
 
Johnny 

CC: Angela Nance;  Karl Houskeeper
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